- started in 70s, were marginal, what made change?
- objectivity, idea (not based in reason)
- learning (congress has red, 1960s Blands)
- progressive? being steep
- power vs. figure
- Derrida, de la More
- probability (? of science)
- theory in particular vs.
- theory in prediction
- France, China (Copernicus, Scorsé, Castellet)
- origin of pre-historic (with names / last names)
- views (Marxists, Derrida)
- theory + instead of a fixed sense
- origin + feminism = a philosophy coupled of related cyclic
  (and rights, equality, equality, feminism, culture, belief)
- computer / TV not to blame / judo philosophy
- at least some
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published or at least

distribution: how it is - now is just seen
- funding
- follow one bill
follow a life
looking

- movement - not a movement
  (no more paint the word)

- respectfully do not be afraid of the reality
  - occupying different places depending upon who holds

- think the judgements of institutions
  - part of our cultural history

- convergence of need
  - people who are taking the leap (school, dictatorship)

- Born in Flames
  - Day D
  - Mother